Management
Western Electric manager
panelists will give their %Jews
on "Nlanagenumt Philosophy"
at Society for Ad%ancentent of
Ntanagement (SAM) meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Zorha’s Restatirant. 1350 S. Bascom .4ve.
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’Good Guys’ Case

600 Students
Pay Fall Fees
On First Day

Attack on Student
Necessitates Drive
For Contributions
Last Thursday Gerard Desequr, a
graduate major In history and sociology, was attacked and beaten by
unknown assailants while walking
home from an area near SJS.
He underwent three hours of surgery, and his spleen was removed. He
is now in satisfactory condition at the
County Hospital, but it will cost him
about $25,000, plus the time he will
miss from classes.
His friends, along with Student
Ombudsman Kieran Gallagher, have
set up a table on Seventh Street for
contributions. To date they have received $500.
Also to help with the contributions
a tentative dance has been scheduled
for May 17 from 8:15 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
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Monday, the first day in the new
process of prepayment of fall fees,
went smoothly with 600 of the 1,200
to 1,300 expected students paying, according to Mrs. Millie Hooton, cashier.
Today students are alphabetically
scheduled to pay their fees through
June 6. The schedule for the rest of
the week: Today, Bm-Bz; Thursday,
C-Ci; Friday, Ci-Cz.
Students taking more thtin six units
must ixiy $70; those with les.s than
six, $36.50.
"I think many of the students may
be waiting till the final deadline of
June 6," explained Mrs. Hooton. This
number includes those who have postrionements and deferrals.
Pre-payment of fees has nothing to
do with priority during registration.
Those students whose names begin
with A will not be processed any
earlier because they paid their fees
earlier. The priority system for registration has not been established yet.
Class schedules or programs air not
needed fur pre-payment of fees. Prepayment of fees is simply the paying
of fees vy hich weir usually paid during
registration but are now being paid
ahead of registration procedures.
Information on registration procedures is being printed up now and
should be available Thursday at the
same location as fee postponement information: MH431, ED103, E143, S127,
ADM234, opposite the check out stand
-- Library, LC211, and ED302.
Students with questions concerning
fee deferrals or postponements should
go to these information stations arid
pick up a sheet explaining fee postponement procedui es.

Weather
The tsJs tOr space will continue to exchibit a clear solor
superiority sufficient to deter
any hostile thrust 11i ei 1
from the 1.11.4.1 fie. Temperatures will again rise into the
80’s as our solar stroke eapiiMilt y Increases.

A.S. Judiciary Will Hear
Violation Charges Today
By t’ANDY BEI.I.
Daily Political Writer
The runoff election for Associated Students (A.S.) executive offices niay be sooner than planned. Formal
Election Code violation charges against the "Good Guys" executive slate will be heard this afternoon at 2:30
p.m. in the A.S. Judiciary Chambers upstairs in the College Union.
A.S. Attorney General Roger Olsen revealed yesterday all charges that have been filed with him were filed
against individuals of the "Good Guys" slate.
The runoff., pitting "Good Guys" 1111 MeMasters, Rob Foss and Bob Kelley against the A.R.M. slate Dave
Aikman, Nlike Rutz and John Murphy, was scheduled for today and tomorrow. However, the A.S. Judiciary
Monday issued an injunction postponing any decisive election until alleged Election Code violations are
cleared up.

-Photo by Preston Fox
WHEN TEMPERATURES SOAR and blue, clear skies cover the campus,
it’s hard enough to concentrate on studies. But when you’re bound and
determined to crack the books anyway, in spite of fhe weather, and fountainside free -thinking is interrupted by a canine clique, that’s too much!
This coed doesn’t seem to mind being interrupted or at least is taking
it in stride. Maybe it’s a class in canine encounter group, or vertebrate
anatomy.

Model U.N.’s Student Delegation
In Four-Day Condave at Fresno
The Democratic Republic of the
Congo is the mental homeland of 13
SJS students who have dissected the
legendary "heart of deepest, darkest
Africa" preparing for a four-day conclave known as the Model United Nations of the Far West.
The students and Dr. Donald Alden
Voth, associate professor of political
science, left early today for Fresno
where they will represent the area
where Dr. David Livingston played
hide ’n seek with Sir Henry Morton
Stanley.
One of the major topics for this session of the Model U.N. in a Black and
White issue, according to Dr. Voth, as
delegates discuss the problem of the
"apartheid" or White South African.

Torrence Sentenced
Michael Ray Torrence, freshman art
major, received a suspended 30-day
County Jail sentence for disturbing
the peace during the Nov. 26 Brigham
Young University demonstration.
Torrence, present chairman of the
Black Students Union, was placed on
summary probation for six months by
Municipal Court Judge’ R. Donald
Chapman.

The Republic of South Africa, he
explained, has refused to give up its
trusteeshop of Namibia (southwestern
Africa) and ignored an order directing
the Republic to turn control of
Namibia over to the U.N. General
Assembly.
Dr. Voth estimated that other principle topics at this session will be:
"A rather forceful" presentation
for representation of mainland China;
Neutral zoning of Africa forbidding nuclear weapons;
Economic aid to underdeveloped
countries;
Methocts of maintaining "Africa
for African.s" and keeping Africa out
of the cold war as a political pawn;
is Regulation of nonself-governing
countries, such as the Virgin Islands
or Guam.
"Biafra as such will not be discussed,"Dr. Voth said, as "delegates
generally only discuss those topics in
the actual United Nations conferences.
Biafra is not on the U.N. agenda.
"I’m sure Biafra will be used as an
example of various things, but most of
the African countries, including the
Congo, will argue against western or
foreign intemention in Biafra, as part
of the ’Mrica for Africans’ concept,"
he added.

Chicanos March on City Hall
By JIM BROADY
Daily Minorities Writer
Monday night’s police-escorted Chicano march on San
Jose City Hall ended early yesterday morning with no
action taken on grievances aired amid the upheaval af
City Council chambers.
After a two-hour march from Seventh Street, the orderly rnbcture of Mexican-American organizations and individuals arrived at City II ill precisely at 9 p.m. The
group, numbering about 300, filed slowly into Council
chiunbers.
But when Randall Jiminez, SJS graduate and Chicano
spokesman outlined the prormed schedule of speakers and
topics, the former decorum of the meeting disintegrated
into wild upmar.
Interrupted by Hal Ratcliff, president of the San
Jose Police Officers Association, Jiminez protested, saying that he had reached agreement with council the previous Monday as to what the group would be allowed to
speak on.
Rateliff, speaking of the charges made of police brutality at San Jose City College two weeks ago, and several
community complaints. said "If these people have complaints, there is an officer in charge at the Internal Affairs Offiee who will be happy to take their complaints."
Arguments between the two speakers, council members
and audience set the theme for the next three hours, with
Vice Mayor Norman Mineta struggling In vain to maintain council procedure.

Heading the list of complaints was alleged police bnitality following a San Jose City College rally April 24.
Fran Moczygemba, &ICC ASB president, and student
Francesca Martinez charged that police were respon-sible
for scars and bruises on several Chicano women, and Dr.
Jerome Lackner of San Jose affirmeti the injuries.
Others took the microphone to testify a "unprovorated" police actions within the last three months and
also to voice gripes concerning the Fiesta deLas Rosas.
Amid Minetas’ determination to stick to rules of order
and the eventual entrance of seven uniforroed polices
Jiminez told the council "We’ll have quiet if you listen.
We’ll have riot if you don’t."
Havoc broke loose when the police entered. and WOMPTI
and older people in the audience began to file out as the
shout arose "the time has mine. If we pi down, you go
down with us."
Watch Commander Dale Meray then ordered the police
to withdraw, and relative order was quickly restored by
Mineta and Chicano leaders.
Councilwoman Virginia Schaffer, in reply to Jiminoz’
statement said, "Mr. Mayor, a statement like that is a
threat." She called the Chicano’s approach "blackmail."
and used the reference repeatedly throughout the meeting.
Mrs. Schaffer also berated the Mexican -Americans for
choosing what she termed "irresponsible" leaders, and
received repeated boos and hisses fmm the audience.
Council finally determined to hear the list of grievances
as the Chicanos had originally outlined, and the meeting
settled to a milder tempo, adjourning at 1 a.m.

Students Gain Greater
Council Representation
By KENYON JORDAN
Daily Atodstant Editor
Student government is now officially
linked with campus policy-making.
This was the conclusion implicit in
Academic Council constitutional revisions yesterday making the Associated Students (A.S.) president a voting member of council.
’The A.S. president, added to five
new student members passed into
existence at Academic Council meeting
Monday, and the two current elected
members, will bring total student membership on council to eight.
The two present elected members are
Grady Robertson and Larry McCloud.
Roger Lette is an appointed member.
Tim Fitzgerald and James Edwards
were elected to fill two of the places
next year in the recent A.S. election.
The five new representatives may be
voted on by students in the runoff
election, A.S. officials indicated
A year ago no voting students sat
on Academic Council, the chief policymaking body for SJS. Composed chiefly of tenured faculty and administrators, Council numbers some 60 persons
altogether.
The constitution as well as the bylaw changes both left open the possibilities for increased future student
representation. Besides naming the

Are You Poor?
Average Relief
Checks $123
The Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors unanimously passed a motion to raise the level of the county’s
average general assistance (welfare)
grant from $63.10 to $123.50 per month,
at their meeting yesterday.
Special supplemental checks will be
sent out to the aid recipients to make
up the full amount for this month,
said Dorothy Ellenburg, mordinator
of the County for Coalition Against
Poverty IC-CAP.), which led variou.s
organizations in a display of corrunu
nity support for the raise.
At a meeting two weeks ago, the
increase was appmved, subject to the
availability of funds, according to Sig
Sanchez, chairman of the board of supervisors. Funds were found and a motion was made yesterday by Don Cortese to effect the increase. Appmval
was unanimous.
Some organizations which supported
C-CAP in this issue were the County
Central Labor Committee, the County
Democratic Council, the California
Association of Social Workers, thc
Santa Clara County Council of
Churches and Catholic Social Services.
E. Marles Alaimo, A.S. executive
secretary, and co-chairman of Students
for Community Action, which was
formed to support the issue, commented, "This proves that with enough
concern and relevant goals it is possible for students to have an important
voice in community affairs."

A.S. president, the first revision’s second part said "to allow flexibility in
student representation on the Council."
By-law 1.7, which formerly leferred
to "the two elected student members,"
has been transformed into By-law 1.8,
which makes no mention of an exact
number.
The second revision said "Article II,
Section 8, is being amended in order
to allow more flodbility in appointment of student, faculty and administrators."
Tied in with this revision is another
by-law change which calls for a "significant proportion" of students on all
council committees.
Partly due to this change, three students, to be appointed by executive
committee of council, will be members
of the 12-man presidential selection
committee, which is to make recommendations to the state college chancellor concerning an interirn president
for SJS.
A.S. Pres. Dick Miner was pleased
with the constitutional revision making
him, at least until a new president is
elected, a member of Academic Council.
"It’s the first step in moving toward
an all -college government," he said. He
added that he foresees in the future
a "general assembly equally composed
of students and faculty."
Also elected in the same general
faculty vote which approved the constitutional revisions were nine new
faculty members of council, and one
to the Statewide Academic Senate.

LETTERS EXCHANGED
The injunction was requested by Tim
Fitzgerald, newly elected student representative to Academic Council.
According to judicial procedure, a
defendant must be notified no later
than five days prior to his pending
hearing. Attorney General Olsen said
he delivered letters in person to MeMasters, Foss and Kelley, and received
in return a letter signed by all three
candidates requesting that the hearing
be scheduled before the five-day period
had expired.
So, the hearing that originally
would have been held next Monday
will be held today.
The Election Code states that disqualification of any one candidate
would disqualify the whole ticket. Judiciary would then have to decide if a
runoff between the next two top candidates would be appropriate or
whether another general election
should be held.
FIVE-DAY LIMIT
If either the McMasters or the Aikman slate is disqualified, the remaining
slate must do battle with the United
Campus Community slate of Bill Langan, John Merz and Reggie Toran.
If Judiciary rules that both slates
are qualified, the runoff will be within
five days after the Judiciary ruling.
If either slate is disqualified and it
is decided a runoff should be held, the
runoff will be within five days after
the Judiciary decision.
If Judiciary rules either or both
slates disqualified and requires another
general election, Student Council must
set the dates for the new election within five days after the legal ruling.

nete4 griep
Oxford Union Debate
Is a woman’s role in society barefoot, pregnant and in the kitchen? Debaters in the Oxford Union Debate tcxiay will attempt to resolve the question at 12:30 p.m. near the fountain. Mrs. Barbara Green, senior speech
communication major, will moderate.

Body Painting
Body painting will highlight Co-Rty tonight. as the Grapes of Wrath provide the music for dancing. The paint-in, titled "Bod Art," is fmm 7:30
9:30 p.m. in the PER building. The Co-Rec committee will spon.sor a special
body painting demon.stration bxlay at 11:30 a.m. by the fountain.

Vietnam Commentary
"Far from Vietnam," a 00-minute color commentary on the war produced
by Frrnch film industry personnel, will be shown today at 3:30 and 7 p.m
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The free two-part film is part of the continuing classic film series, sponsored la. the College Union Program Board
and As.sociated Students.

Faculty Book Talk
"On Modernism: Prospects for Literature & Freedom" by Louis Kampf
will be reviewed today at. the facility liook talk by Dr. Jean Gosselin, assistant professor of foreign languages. The talk is at 12:30 p.m. in cafeteria
A and B.

Sfroughter Rally
The Flash, a rock band, vAll play at a Seventh Street rally today from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to support Robert Stroughter. candidate for seat five
in the San Jose City Council runoff election in June. A.S. Pres. Dick Miner
and Bob Willich, president of the SJS Young Republicans, will speak at the
rally.

Night Child Care
Night school mothers can send their children to the Children’s Center.
284 So. Ninth St.. to participate in school readiness activities while they
sttend classes. Cost for the sitting service is 40 cents per hour.
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Nature Real
Not Education
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When the press is free, it may be good or bad
freedom it can never be anything but bad.
Bill Hursehmann

Editor

but

Roger Chapman

certainly without
Albert Cantos
Ackertisirig Mgr.

Judiciary Must Act
Tilt’ 1w -11)011111g of lilt’ 11111011 Viertori..:iii,111 wiittillicti for today and
the
wi.e deci.
tomorrow wis.
part of the t..ociated Students ( k.S.)
Judiciary.
It means that the Judiciary will be
able to hear all eliarges filed against
all candidates before a runoff is Iseld.
IIVIkS1‘111
\Sill
The runoff.
tleo top ipialif it’d candidates as determined Isy the Judiciary. The other
’,old be another general election. w holt %%mild seem rather sinner its light of the fact that the stuthe 6.16:i
dent. who are roneerned
%toter. - are already well acquainted
witls the qualities of tIst randidates.
Hot there i. one hazard toSs‘r postponing the runoff. That
\liner
and his adinini.tration will get an added opportunity to serve beyond their
tenure of office.

e are not saying Miner would not
do a capable job if given the opportunity to stay in office longer than Isis
Ise
elected term. The point is
shouldn’t he given the opportunity.
Students elected him for one year. and
one year only.
W hal this means is that die Judiciary must decide i ttttt sediately the worth
of the charges filed with the attorney
general again -I individuals on the
G
I Guys ticket. for the longer the
Judiciary takes to decide the case, the
longer it will be before a newly elected
slate of officers takes the A.S. reins.
Attorney General Roger Olsen said
he hopes the case will get under way
today. The trial must he finished soon.
lf justice is not arrived at soon. then
the wheels of democracy will he
clogged.
B.1I.

Staff Comment

Quieting Sex Education Feud
By

ALT YOST

A John Bircher may lime rome up with
the most expedient way of quieting the
fetid mer sex education in sel Is.
State Senator John Schmitz IR-Tustin)
a piece of legislation
currently i.
thr.c things.
that %%wild
I
11Iow parents to refuse ’scroll -ion
for ilmir children to take sex education.
20 Require .c1 I. to ftirtii.h parent.
the material. used in class for their re3 Empower the di.t let attorney to enfort, ?Le lass in the eiturts. if parent.
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think their children are taking courses
t their knowledge
The controversy over sex educatifill
I/011S &WI’ to "a conflict of moral, Parents who find compulsory sex education objectionable, often are able to !nobaize their numbers and form a stubborn
block of resistance.
As many people have learned, you can’t
change a person’s ideas of morality met-night. Aluddled arguments between the
pro and eon forces of sex education often
result in watered-down programs of instruction.
Apparently most parents want their
children to have a ..... re "thorough- explanat’
of the facts of life. Compromise
programs. many of which still don’t ghe
children an honest, clear concept of sex,
sere almost valueless.
Why not make these courses voluntary?
Then
1 who want an intelligent program of sex education can litne it. Parents
who find such courses disagreeable can
enroll their youngsters in alternatie
classes. and not spoil the entire program.
As for the Senator’s see 1 proyision
allowing parents to review sex eilticati ....
materials
I can’t see any objection here.
It might even give some of these parents
111 needed exposure to sex.
As long as this "reiew-. doesn’t constitute a form of censorship. the provis
seems satisfactory.
Any sehool or school district that conducts "secret courses."’ unknown to parents. is engaging in an absurd practice.
Senator Schmitz alleges that many San
Afateo schools conduct SPX education
courses without parent knowledge.
In order not to make parents unnecessarily suspicious. these classes should be
given sufficient publicity. After all, what
do the schools have to hide?
Most likely, Senator Schmitz designed
this hill as a way of rombating sex education courses right-wingers see 11S threatenlesty. morality and spiritual
ing "
%aloes."’
Whatever Schmitz’ original intent. which
has been amended considerably by other
members of the Senate-. the hill sl lel
allow ihOSP parents who support sex pills cation programs to have them. Those who
object can merely reassign their eltildren
to a different class.
If proi
los of sex eduration are correct in their assumption that much instruc.
beneficial to the community as
rims
well is: the ineliidual, the long-ranOe revoitart
xults of tbe progrnm% inn% sene
the skeptical.

of.1010 i! 11

"You could ask for a popular vote on the issue and threaten to
resign if it failed ... !"

Staff Comments

Student Profile; Reagan Right?
Studentism Doctrisie
By J11.11

Fs1;

ith regard to poet I ???, Tub!, Lurie’s
performance last Thursday. student affairs
in general. and .pecial alien’.
to his ode
entitled "Slime!..." it is uritten:
"fl-hat a man shoreleth. that will he
also eat."
I’m sure Mr. Lurie will understand.
But them why mit. \X Ito can you offend?
God is dead or at least in exile. morality
is relathe and obscenity is the spice of
liftjestis spent more of his life vvith "publicans and sinners.It seems that to be a successful student
in 1969. and in the finest traditions of
antoralit%. tote must eschew decency, embrace ii1).cenity, reek of promiscuity.
seethe in licetti. sness and drop into unfathomable depths of the abyss of lasimistiess
Otte
t also preach the current doctrines of stinhstitism. namely. absurd obtusity. ;thy -mid intolerance and myriads of
other soplit ..... irk principles.
In addition lie learns and teaches "TI
shalt not
but ai the Sall1P 1011P disregards the other nine "Thou shahs’. and
"Thou 4.h
that might stand in the
way of hi- fun.
He conies to college supposedly to learn
how to think. This is presumably based
on the premise that what they’ve been
doing for the last eighteen years is something less than thinking. But then. one
usually mimes to college after more than
ten qtrs of schooling. If they can’t think
now. they’re in real trouble.
V’hielt lead. to one final but important
aim of the rcligion
stitilenti.m: "We’re
old enough to fight bill too %ming to
voter
I don’t know about you but I don’t
want people who by their own admission
can’t think to Note. Come to think of it.
the idea of people who ean’t think fighting for my country doesn’t appeal to me
either.

Irresponsible Voters
By 11.1UREEN WADF:
Early
%seek. Gov. Ronald Reagan,
in response to a question about lowering
the voting :111P to 18. explained that he
thinks college students are too irresi
slide to Note in local. state and national
elections.
He said he WaS visited by a group of
California matt. college associated students’
prtsidents on Tue-iday, April 22. The
presidents %%ere there to discuss the 1S1011.
of restoring the $2.5 million which Reagan
had deliqed from the educational budget.
Tt) reference to that eonference. Reagan
said he did not think that those presidents were representaike of their respective student bodies. because so few stu(tents turn nut In lote in campus elections.
Riitlhats arm erMelsided thAt if stshlerst;
between the ages of 18 and 21 will nut

Note in the college commtmity, then they
will not vote in the national elections. He
said he couldn’t imagine apathetic students
suddenly rushing out and yoting in the
national elections.
For the first time since his election. I
have to admit he’. got a
t.
a weak
ime, but sufficient ill 111filleliCe 1110SP who
are opposed to !imprint! the %ming age.
Howeser. because -indents are apathetic
college
it 1101’S11.1 necessarily
follow that they will be apathetic in
higher levels.
At a time when so many issttes on campuses are of nat. al importance. such as
the EOP program.. strikes and Black and
Third World
Programs, it SPP111S
strange that students could be so uninterested that they %sill not %me. At SJS
recent controlersies ther the marching
band. EOP fonds and the Fouling- alleys
in the 11PW C011Pge 1.111011 lune raised
hackles on the necks of those interested
enough to become iscsoked in student
government.
Last week’s -record turnout" of 6,I6:i
voters at SJS only serves to reinforce the
opinions of those who are opposed to lowering the yoting age Stich (Thies as Reagan will 11.01111P that after the initial excitement of %ming in the "big time"’ has
worn off. students again mill :kohl the
polls in pursuit of other interests.
SJS students mill hicte a chance to disprove this theory later by %citing in
tile A.S. runoff election. If college students will take an interest in campus politics. then ilie oppii.iti .... to) a lowered
voting age %%ill hac :me less argument
against it.

Poetry
Days %%et aml %%holy are

..... re.

’Now we may explore
’People’s faces that pass by IP4
Vi idiom our hair living muss.
And our heads vve would bend
Wishing the rain it %%mild end:
So we could smile in the
1.11j0 life’s fun.
And now in this sins
NIS’e do (itor (mu thing.
And nou it is fun.
And now it is Spring.
Robert E. Brandt
.1:1197

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and ts seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matte!, affecting the campus arid Its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Alsociate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. In the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
ot guest articieA Are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed doutife spaced
on It 40-snace

Recently I have listened to other human
beings talking and voicing their realizations and him. been able to deyelop s
of m% own realizations about life in relation to education. Education isn’t neve.sary in order to live a -good" life. Jesus
Christ, the most popular Initnan being 111
the world, didn’t advocate educat ,
the answer to life does not lie in books
but in nature, which is reality.
Education won’t make anyone a better
person. because it doesn’t teach good cont.
mon sense. Students learn how to become
corrupt and greedy just like the professors
%dm usurp their ideas and money. You
don’t learn how to become a good Christian because school doe.n’t teach morals
or ethics to all students.
Education isn’t set up for students,
either. It is a profit -making business instituf
only interested in the student’s
money and taking no human interest in
anyone. Students are issued in. out, and
around this campus without a thought
given to any of their personal problems.
When I withdrew from this school I
wasn’t even asked the reason I was withdrawing from the institution. My adviser
was only interested in my signing the form
ilS fast as possible. For this same reason
students don’t take part in governmental
acthities on campus, since they aren’t
recognized as people and they know ii.
There is as a result al
t complete apathy
when it conies to student gmer ..... ent.
Living life to help present. and CIIIP
sene nature is more important than playing the game of rtading. writing., and
arithmetic because nature is realit%.
GAYLE CHECK
I former ) A3236

Staff Comntent

Protect Our
’Good Guys’
By BROOKE BROOKS
Another policeman has been killed in
San Francisco, in the line of duty. The
Black Panthers are protesting itt front of
the Federal building to free Huey Newton, who shot to death last year a policeman. Things are getting slightly out of
hand. Ed say.
People of all races, creeds. and color.
can you get it through your thiek skulls
that the policemen are the good guys? If
there are any people left in this world
%Ito can pin that title on themselves, it’s
got to be the policemen
Their salary is peanuts compared to
that of nmst profess’
: they work more
hours than
st peoplt., get fesser %orations, and, of course, there are the risks
they take. Not too inviting, Ed say. So
why (I() men want this joh? Because
they’re just that men
good men. Is
it so wrong to want society to be kept in
line? Hardly, I sl Id hope we all want it
But people, where are we headed fot
next? We seem to be getting our values
guys
mixed up. You don’t shoot ,
down.
It’s absolutely pitiful when you think
about it. For instance. the cop who just
got killed in San Francisco while he tried
to arrest some hippies. Ils had Isis gun
0111. yes. of course, but he uottlilit’t haye
used it unless he had to. He was just going to arrest them. Ile was doing what he
knew he had to do, and what most of SIP
ciety would have %%anted him to do. If
people were asked right then and there
to take a %Oil‘ 011 whether to arrest them.
and none of the people vvere thugs them.
selves. what else would they have said hut
arrest them? But the cop ends up getting
for what? For upthe slugs in his chest
holding the law.
I said "our" values seem to he getting
mixed ttp. And in the preceding paragraph, I said people would have voted
"yrs" to the hippies’ arrest. I’m not COW
tradicting m%self because have you PVC!’
noticed cheering on rioters. and demonstrators lately? Well, you say detnonstrators aren’t the "had guys." But people,
they’re breaking the law. Don’t you be
hypocrites, now. If those people can break
ihe law in an illegal assembly, why can’t
all other laws he broken? Can’t you see
the lisle has to be drawn somewher(?
don’t like
We’re not all that dumb.
10 generalize like that, hut it’s true. Let’s
use some of our reasoning and rat alt.
we have been gifted with. At least try
thinking al t what you’re saying before
you start lashiug out at the "pigs" again.

Igiphway Patrol
Proffers Advice
On Safe Driving
A future tale: Only the goie
remains us the shattered features of a SJS coed are removed from the side of Bayshore highway while ohlisious
motorists speed I)) the wreckage. Her beauty isn’t anymore;
she is dead.
Why? Because. like many
of her SJS driving counterparts, she tia, una..are of the
’physical problems involved in
stopping her car it) traffic at
turnpike speed., according to
Russell McComb, informat
and education officer of the
California Highway Patrol.
One such cauce of highway
fatalities is following too close
to the car ahead or "tailgating."
Realizing that "No pet son has instant reaction," and "the average
reaction time is three-fourths of
a second," it is essential that
drivers avoid tailgating or driving too fast for the conditions,"
explained Inspector Donald Gibson.
POOR EXCUSES
A veteran CHP officer added
ruefully. "After you’ve investigated dozens of these rear-end
accidents," student excuses "begin to sound familiar."
"When the car ahead skidded
to a stop, I was three car lengths
behind but couldn’t stop."
Or, "I didn’t realize that the
car ahead was stopping until it
was too late."
At 60 miles per hour, "These
excuses aren’t much help." a
young patrolman commented. At
that speed, it takes approximately 320 feet to stop after applying the brakes. That’s more than
the length of a football field.
What to do? Leave a space
cushion of one car length for
each 10 miles per hour of speed
on the freeway. To insure keeping this necessary distance, "Notice when the vehicle ahead passes a fixed spot on the road, then
count off at least two seconds.
"If you’re less than two or
three seconds behind the car
ahead." Gibson continued, "you’re
too close!" When visibility is
poor (lack of illumination or
heavy fog), all drivers, especially
students, should stay at least two
car lengths whine’ for each 10
miles per hour of speed, Gibson
maintained.
QUICK REACTION?
Unfortunately, not all drivers
adhere to these safety ideas.
"Drivers who know they have
better than average reaction
time" cause a great peteentage
of these mar end collisions, the
inspector insisted. Quick mac
tion, in itself, is not enough te
keep a driver out of trouble.
A second school of accident
prone drivers are those possessing "a lazy brain." "These pem-

ple," Gibson added, "either didn’t
know or hadn’t given any
thought to the space needed to
until
stop in an emergency
it was too late."
MINIsKIRTS
The driver -in -a -hurl), is frequently found at the scene of
accidents. This speed -demon tailgates, but he is willing to run
that risk to SFIVC. time.
A re you paying at tent ion?
Some drivers don’t, and they
represent the fourth category of
collision causing. "I was watching
two girls in miniskirts
off
the side of the road, and when I
looked back -- wham!" Sound
familiar?
Although these are the four
major causes of accidents, there
are others. The slow driver in
the fast lane causes needless
congestion and, often, an accident, While in this heavy traffic,
impatient dri.els try to change
lanes. When they can’t do this.
they desperately try to get back,
often unsuccessfully. A collision
frequently results in this case.
Still think tailgating is fun?
You’ll die laughing!

Faculty Members $$$ KSJS ’Rock Jock’
Earn Promotions
Academic promotions have been granted to 106 faculty members, Dr Hobert Bums, academic vice president announ-ed.
Professorships have been granted to Dr. Theodore Norton and
Dr. F’atineil Rinn, political science; Dr. Rose Ginsberg and Dr
Thomas Tutko, psychology; Dr. Raymond 13rose, Dr. Robert
Fritz, and James Lovera, art; John Delevoryas, music; DI. Ken
neth Dorst. drama; Dr. Atnmon Goldworth, philosophy; Dr.
Donald Head and Dr. Louis Waters, English; Dr. Marion Richards, English and tutorials; Dr. Charlene Leonard and Dr. liarris Martin, history; Dr. Alvin Rudoff, sociology and anthropologY; and Dr. Donald Walters, humanities; (school of humanities
and arts).
Loren T. Cockrell, industrial studies; Boma- M. Dufour, noesing; Dr. Wayne H. Jepson and Dr. Richard E. Whitlock. health
sciences; Howard E. Menges. law enforcement and adminis’ration; Dr. Betty Trotter, vvomen’s physical edueation; and
Guinevere Wright, occupational therapy.; is:hodi of applied
sciences and arts).
Dr. Y. Arturo Cabrera. Dr. Allen C. Erielet. in-. Esther Mack
Dr. Weldon R. Parker, and Dr. Sidney W. T)ttlt, elemental.%
and Di Wileducation; Katherine G. Butler, special cIth-,1 i
Educati.)11 I .
liam B. Spring, secondary education; (Sell:),
Dr. Franklin Agardy, and Dr. Thetidore Zsutty, civil engineering; Phillip M. Blair, mechanical engineering; John H. Creveling, industrial engineering. and Albert II. Jacabson, general
engineering (schexil of engineering).
Dr. Donald M. Bolcom, natural sciences; James M. Craig and
Replogle,
Dr. Rocci G. Pisan, biological sciences; Dr. Lanny
chemistry; and Dr. Stanley A. Skapinsky, geolog>: ischool ttf
natural sciences and mathematics).
Dr. Jeanne P. Henry, marketing; and Clair W. Janes, itecounting; ’school of business). Dr. Jack Pierce, New College.
and sociology and anthropology INew College). Dr. Shirley
Hopkinson (librarianship). Dr. Robin Clyde, student personnel
(college service area). Fifty-nine other faculty members were
promoted to associate professor and one was promoted to as
sistant professor rankings.

Soc Club Aids
Inebriate Bill
Sociology Club members have
pas.s;:d a resolution to support
State AB889, the Sietoty Bill,
which wauld require counties to
provide "inebriate reception centers" and treatment and rehabilitation programs approved
by the Department of Mental
Hygiene. to care for and treat
"persons who are publicly inebriated and other inebriates."
Petitions in support of the
measure are being circulated by
the group, wh will give out information concerning it at a table
on Seventh Street next week.
The club also elected officers.
Miguel Mendez, social science
major, was elected president of
the Sociology Club yesterday. E.
Marles Alaimo, A.S. executive
secretary, was chosen vice president; Beverley Ellenburg, sophomore sociology major, secretary;
and outgoing president Fred
Stevens, treasurer.

We Cook Sunday Dinner
Seven Days a Week!
Any (lay of the week the place to (at is
Col. Sander’s. Here you can hase all the
home cooked food you want in just a matter
of minutes.

Yesterday, Robin Parker, president of the Residence Hall AS social ion ( RHA , an organ iza lion
representing the 1.300 dorm
residents, came to the defense of
Baron stating, "DeLucchi has
slanuned the housing office while
the hou.sing office has been working hard to make dorm life mure
enjoyable.
DeLucchi had charged Baron
with using, ’’old solutions to
problems that require new solutions." He also claimed that
Baron and all head residents
failed to develop any kind of
dorm program of cooperation.
Baron told the Daily it was
not the housing office’s job to
superimpose their ideas on students.
Continuing with his defense of
the housing office, Pinker said,
"Why Steve has resigned. I don’t
know. . . . The housing office
ha.% been eager all semester to
help and do anything in their
power to make dorm life more
enjoyable."
Parker agreed with Baron that
DeLucchi is apparently burning
bridges now rather than doing
something about problems that
need working on.
"It’s rematles like DeLucchi’s
that do nothing to strengthen
the ties bet Weell the dorm

Amick Eyes Career
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Resignation Refuted
By RAY GH.ES
Daily Staff Writer
When Steve DeLucchi resigned
from the presidency of Joe West
Hall (Waffle Tovvers), he left
office charging the housing administration, including housing
director Robert Baron, with a
lack of cooperation.

(lents and the housing office,"
Parker remarked.
Problems have been arising all
year at the new high rise. Students and staff have complained
periodically about the inconvieniences the new dorm has
created. DeLuechi believed that
the administration of these problems, both by the housing office
and by his own actions, were not
enough.
"I have resigned," DeLucchi
said last week, "because I have
failed to accomplish my goals of
making the residents of Waffle
Towers identify and cooperate
%vith each other as dorm residents."

By RON LENT
Daily Feature Editor
"Gonna be a big rock jock"
predicted KSJS record twirier,
Rick Amick. Having spent the
majority of his 19 years performing, the DJ believes he is progressing adequately toward.s the
realization of hi.s ambition.
"I started out emceeing dances
in the seventh grade," explained
the Michigan-born radio-television major. The following year,
the Beatle-browed teen emceed
Coca-Cola -sponsored dances in
his native city, Kalamazoo.
At the same time, he .vas
working for WKZO. a local rock
radio station, While serving his
two-year stint on tile AM died,
"I de%eloped my radio personality
and style," Amick commented.
EASTERN INFLUENCE
Ifis exposure to the major East
coast disc jockey’s influenced his
"on the air" techniques. He
noted, "I talked shop and listened to their styles" (ways of promoting a record).
During his latter two years in
high school, the ever-smiling
rockster emceed dance concerts
featuring such names as the
Blues Magoos and the Buckinghams.
Before coming to the West
coast, Amick hosted the Beach
Boys concert at Michigan State
University in Lansing and the
Four Seasons show at Westem
Michigan Univeristy. He climaxed
his emceeing activities with the
Chuck Berry concert at Kalamazoo College prior to his venture to Santa Clara.
TEACHER’S AID
"I came to see my brother,"
Amick continued, "and decided

Stanford Ousts 20
Twenty
PAL ALTO (AP)
of 200 Stanford students who
recently participated in demonstrations against war-related reszarch on that campus. were suspended yesterday and are forridden entry to classes, Ibirary
or administration buildings, although they may continue to
017 campus.

to stay." To finance his SJS education, Amick used some of his
earnings from the aforementioned concerts.
Unfortunately, this money WEL,:
not enough; he obtained a job
as a teacher’s aid. Since he does
rxd possess a credential, the instructor must prepare the class
lessons when Amick substitutes.
This 20-hour-a -week job is part
and parcel of the college’s work
study progreon.
To compound his labors, Amick
does a two hour show on KSJS
from 6 to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Fridays. "I put in KiX to
eight hours in preparation for
each show," he noted. During
this readying period, he sets the
record sequence and performs
certain promotional stunts to
attract listeners.

All You Can Eat
Mon.Thurs
72 E. ,:lritki Clara

$1

ANGELO’S

$1

H50TEAKE

$ 1

BY-THE-MONTH
Auto Insurance
KEY INSURANCE EXCHANGE
496 W. San Carlos, San Jose
294-6269
3010 Story Rd., San Jose
272-7300

The

ACTION
MAN
Slacks

For Reservations
Phone 292-1266
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BATES FLOATERS !
THE MOST POPULAR LOOK
ON CAMPUS
Bates Floaters for style, comfort, value and
satisfaction. Handsome combination of
leather and touches of smooth
I h
gives you a distinctive boot like no one
else’s. Beneath the fscy exterior lies a heart
of comfort. Your feet rest on thick crepe
soles. Come get Bates Floaters in our Shoe
Department.

$17.95

Move with the extra slim
continental styling of A-1
RACERS in dressy "Reverse
Twist’ that never needs
ironing. Now in a line-up of
seven new colors, $8.00

GTZODINS
Fashion Plaza
Almaden
Valley Fair
South San Jose
Mountain View
San Antonio Center
Fashion Plaza
Fremont
Shop Monday through Friday ’til 9:30

$1

Why Pay More "

1 memorable es, ening begins with
Floliannon’s elegant alinosphere
anti exqui,-ite gourmet selection.
From fine wine to fine foods,
Bohannon’s is the place.
1401 S. First
at Alma

IS

751 E. Santa Clara
1II4 S. Second St.
Two locations to serve you

R-1

28640)85

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

10% OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

classic

gray.

12ili and Santa Clara

In meeting this end, Amick
gives away numerous Top 40
records while on the air and
takes record requests. "Two
good-looking girls haralle the request lirues" and another does
the weather forecasting, Amick
concluded.

Payless Cleaners

So put away your frying pan and come visit
us today. Take adsantage of our seven (lay
sers ice. Col. Sander’s is a specialist when it
comes to crispy. fried chicken, and golden
french fries. And don’t forget about our fainOU8

SPARTAN DA/LYS

Wednesday, May 7. 1969

Racers,

Kettmann’s
1530 Santa Clara
Open 9:311
First National

to 6:30 -- Thur.. & Fri. Ill 9 p.m.
Bank Anivrit ard

Master Charge
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Nine Second Effort

IIntramurals

John Carlos: Lightning Strikes

IEntrix-s tor the Antra,
, golf tournament are (WC il. I intramural office tomorrow with
1 a $1 green for,.
Thi tow tics . May 16 at
ta T,i,’s . , ; ,,,.fro-. The ,
-,,,teni wiii
low,o ii.gi,n,’,,,.. ,
he f, f’ I
triiiiiiminidoinliollilt111011111111111 f

Despite the attractions of outstanding
television and local
spurts (WOOLS and the warm in(low,. -Heel fans turned out at
a VI
Spartan track Saturday
in hopes of seeing a world record
in the 100-yard dash.
A strong nullifying wind at
than 15 mph prevented any
recoids being set, but John
-o,
.SJS did not disappoint
,I1,
1, last week Carlos pre’ I lie would run the 100 in
-,ectinds before the
s
ehfl of the
lint saying he
would be running "fail’, %Gust it
1..10 .; to win" in the Ins itational
meet against I3illy Gaines, Ronnie Ray Smith, and world record
holder Charlie Greene.
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Es,sesitlal

$3.62
Call 246-2230

Mr. I 11.zumullimullumumulminiiimul.

1

1

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe

teirt.1,
r-----i

APPEARED LOOSE
Before the race, Carlos appeared loose, jogging mound the
track and joking with people in
the stands.
"Yott better win." a fan called
to Carlos. Carlos WitS quick and
positive with his reply. "I’m going to win," he said.
The tension mounted shortly
before the race as the fans
erowded the track.
Despite slipping slightly coming out of the blocks, Carlos
bolted away from the field for
till early lead. He maintained the
lead for the first 50 yards, then
opened to a five -yard lead.
He slowed down slightly the
last 20 yards, raising his arms
triumphantly shortly before the
end of the race.
The announcement of Carlos’
time of ligi was greeted with a
t ’vowed, is ovation. Although his
time is not a world record, it is
the fastest hine in the UK.1 with
or without a wind.

Carlos of SJS
pensively for his windaided 100-yard dash time of
9.0 to be announced in last
Saturday’s Invitational meet
on the Spartan track. World
record holder Charlie Greene,
who finished fourth, stands dejectedly behind Carlos.
Sprinter John

waifs

is to buy it here.
iiiiiiiiiiiirimilimmilinninnininiiiiiiiiminininilliiiimminnumnimiir.
= 6013 HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
Lise Croi,
= 15o0 NORTH FIRST STREET
Manager
E SAN JCS::
Overseas Delivery
286-8800
= l’rn .ro. estecl in buying a Volkswagen here and picking
= it up in Europe. Please send Ille yekif ;Hesitated brochure
= and price list.
= Name _
_
= Address
Phone __

= City _
State
Zip Code
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McMULLEN HAPPY
Sophomore Seyrnour Jones, who
was one of the top linemen on
last season freshman tearm, is
recovering from a shoulder operation and will also be challenging the starters for a job in the
fall.
Linebacker coach Johnny Johnson, the only assistant retained
by coach Joe McMullen, is very
happy viith the performance of

RIP.STOP NYLON COVER
RIP.STOP LINED

It is going to take more than
a new football coach to build
the Spartans into a football
team capable of handling SJS’
1969 football schedule.
Fortunately there are people
who realize this and are working
hard to conti ibute their share
to the Spartans’ football program
and the athletic department at
SJS.
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his players. "They’re all looking
great," said Johnson. "Although
we !Lick experience they are winners and an asset to any football
team," he continued.
The Spartans’ kicking game
could be one of the best ever
with some consistency. Punter
i_Airry Daniels has the potential
to be a great kicker according
to coach George Darlington,
but his inconsistency is his only
drawback. Last season Daniels
booted a 66-yard clutch punt
against BYI.J.
The plfic ’ticking chores will
be handled by sophomore Larry
Barnes from Stockton, who as
a freshman last season kicked a
57-yard field goal against Sall

cannot are the members of the
Spartan Foundation who have set
their goal of $100,000 to be raised
for SJS athletics.
The Spartan Foundation was
started several years ago to
raise money for the athletic department. In 1967 they raised
a record $30,000 for athletics.
But they are convinced that
their 1969 goal is not hard to
reach with hard work and lots of
help.
McMullen said people ask why
San Jose doesn’t weaken their
schedule and win. That is the
easy way out. The hard way is
to build a team capable of facing a tough schedule and this
can be done with the aid of
money (through the Spartan
Foundation).
The majority of the money
raised will be spent on football,
basketball and track but all
other sports will receive some
funds.
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Defensive Genius

* * *
Spartan Foundation
Bolsters Athletics
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6. I. Mattox.
Canteens, 9 c ; Scout Axe, 99c; Lantern, 1. 9; Gt. Shovel, 1.
Water Buckets 99c; Knap Sacks, 99C; Gold Pans, 1.29; G.I. M.:ss Kit, 99c; Camp Stools
99c; Tent Stakes, 15c; Machettes, 1.99; An.mo Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 3 .99; Pistol BeIls,
99c; ’twill’s Knives - Ro e - All Cam Accessories.
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Mike Flemons and sophomores
Don Pharr. a junior colleo transfer, and Dave Chaney round out
the starting unit.
The starters have been pushed
by sophomores Bruce Lecuyer,
Phil Covington, Scottie Kemp and
senior Jim Vernes for the starting berths.
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By KEVIN DOVLE
Dally Sports Writer
Young and inexperienced hot
talented linebackers and defensive halfbacks are beginning to
put things together for the 1969
SJS football season.
"We must have cohesiveness
in the secondary to have good
pass defen.se and that’s what
sve are vvorking on now," said
backfield coach DeWey King,
King doesn’t hatre a lot of people to work vvith and those he
does have never started a varsity
football game between them.
Sophomores Ron Tribble and
Jerome Navies and junior college transfer Larry Stonebarger
from Diablo Valley are the starters.
OUTLOOK GOOD
Tribble is extremely fast and
is making the conversion from
basketball to defensive halfback
after playing as a freshman on
SJS’ best frosh TetIM in 1967.
"Stonebarger is a fine defensive halfback with skills, savvy and the feel for pass defense,"
said the new defensive halfback
coach.
Navies has looked excellent
this Spring, but as a sophomoni
he is still untested but talented.
The linebacker crew is in a
heated battle for the starting
roles with two seniors and a pair
cf sophomores starting with four
more second-year men and another senior applying the pressure for the starting job.
Seniors Jim Ferryman and

’,,c4.aitelittek

PRAIRIE SCPOONER
FAME0!2.3 W:NG

mained on the card after the 100,
including’ C’arlos’ exciting win
over teammate Lee 1..s.ins in the
220, but Carlos had
given
the fans their mono
ssorth.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This in the
final Ntory in a four-part series
dealing with the 1969 football
team personnel.

,till

,
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ss

win, saying he could have run
"probably 8.6 or 8.7" had he not
slipped at the blocks and raised
his arms at the finish.
Many outstanding events re-
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TOUGH RACE
Carlos had not set a vvorld
record, hut the circumstances of
his victory were outstanding.
Smith. Gaines, and Greene, three
ot the top sprinters in the world,
had finisherl three-tenths of a
second behind Carlos.

rAmous mAuEs!!

ANTON AND OTHER
2 mAN
8 x 10
MOUNTAiN
UMBRELLA
9 x 9
SIDERtIOM
ft,,, 10 x 10
CABIN
CHALET
9x 11
FiNEST FAERICs
9 x 12
ELEMENT CLOTH
COUGAR 0 OTH
13
PIMA [BETON
Nonnomm.-?..16,

Carlos was name& Northern
California and Santa Clara Valley college athlete of the week
for his perfurmanct
Carlos emphasiztd he ran to

By LANE WALLACE
Daily sports Writer

ZZAJ

Remember Mother...
she’s one-in-a -million

striedutS SJS
Make this Mother’s Day one that she will
remember by the thoughtfulness of
your greeting or gift. At your College Bookstore,
you’ll find a wide selection of
Mother’s Day remembrancesall sorts of
ways to let Mother know she’s a very
impOrtant person on her very special day.

cpartan Seek:store
"

ylp/ t

on cantrii

srlaffA tnedufS

LOOK UP

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanuts -(or whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego,$19.85.Super727Jets.

PSA gives you

Sft.

eciff0 ssenisuB

NOSLIW DLAREG
srehto dna

SJS
selbmesnE zza.1
PM 70:8, yalvi .taS
.duA yeliaD sirroM

Love Affairs Comedy
To Premiere May 23

IAMInff A crane

American Culture
Contemporary American culture once again undergoes the
slings and arrows of satiric criticism in the form of a current
SJS art exhibit.
Student Artist George Willett
is displaying 10 of his charcoal
drawings in the Little Gallery
of the Art Building. The exhibit
runs through this Friday.
Willett says he has "been made
Ametican," a claim most of us
can make. One of his drawings
depicts "National Ejaculation" as
a rocketing Coca-Cola bottle.
Another work titled "Los Angeles.," surrealistically shows a
mythical unicorn, a candy cane
with a nipple, and other images
of fantasy. I3are breasts and bare
everything elses are abundant.
Of the ten drawings, "Vending
Machine," in particular demands
your attention. A coin-slot is
drawn above the head of a naked
woman. It’s quite obvious what
you get for your money.

FANTASY CHARACTERS Mr. Glopp, (Donna
Federico) left, and Nubbins (Judy Foulkrod)
center, rehearse with Barb Meyer in the SJS
Children’s Theatre Production of "The Invisible People." The play will run Thursday
through Saturday of this week in the College

Theatre. Thursday and Friday it will play at
4 p.m. On Saturday two performances will be
shown at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tickets are
75 cents for students and children. Adults must
pay $1. Phil Flad, assistant professor of drama,
is the director.

Drama Review

Child’s Play Delights
Reminiscent Adults

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

By

AnSWefS Your QueStiOBI

About:
Salaries
Jab Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Reguiramenta

CALL Or> 286-9622
Or Clip and Mail Corea
Nene
Mans
ebb
Plata

Last School Grads Completed
or Visit

an Educational Affiliate of
and see IBM
System 360 Computer

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTH
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

LE

NICHOLAN

"Insisible People," a delightful
light-hearted play that is contemporary for children and reminiscent for the over-12 set, has been
staged superbly as an SJS Children’s Theatre production.
Credit must be shared by all
participants in this chronicle of
an 8-year-old girl and her invisible, fantasy friends.
Although "Invisible People"
features only one real child
Tommy Dorst, the young son of
Drama Professor Kenneth R.
Dorst, the more mature members of the cast are quite believable in ttteir roles, with no
overplaying. Barb Meyer, who
portrays the little girl, Cindy,
gives a commendable performance as a child slowly arising
from the serene world of fantasy.
Casting ranges from the mildly
satirical
General Grumdump
(Timothy Keene), leader of the
Invisible Village -- to the whimsical
Wince tEdward
Budworth), the General’s attendant.
Mr. Glopp and Nubbins are tvvo
fantasy characters played by
Donna Federico and Judy Foulkrod. Carol Brolaski is Cindy’s
mother.
Costume design and choreography in "Invisible People" conjure up memories of the smash
musical "Oliver!" on a smaller
scale, to he sure, but the spirit
of the two productions is strik.

ingly similar. The songs cling
to the memory, and the attire,
particularly that of the seven
"Invisible People" Marilyn Biaggi, Sharon Forte, Craig Marbidge, Marian Haworth, Judi
Mento, Neal Newman, and Donald Russell), add to the atmosphere of carefree fantasy.
The play’s director is Phil
Flad, assistant professor of drama. Nonnan Russell is in charge
of choreography, while Janet
Parker and Miss Brolaski work
as costume designers. Pat Toner
and Sandra Silva are handling
lighting design.
The play svill be staged at 4
p.m. May 8 and 9.

Metal Work Wins
Exhibition Award

’Top’Modern Dance
Series Concludes
Today, Tomorrow

By V5’ALT YOST
Fine Arta Writer
loved by three men,
woman
A
one of whom just happens to be
her husband, is the comic basis
of the 18th century play, "The
Clandestine Marriage," final SJS
drama this year.
Described by Director Harold
Crain as a play with a "sense
of fun," "Clandestine Marriage"
will debut May 23. Other performances are on May 24, 28-29,
and 30-31.
Fanny, played by Kathleen
Wilson, is the romantic interest
for three men. Though she is
secretly’ married to one man, she
falls in love with her sister’s
fiance anct is the target of an
old fop’s affections.
Members of the cast are Gerald Proost, R o by n Gerrard
IFanny’s sister), Victoria Serpa
a wealthy widow , Lauren
(Fanny’s husband),
Thornhill
(ifWes Finley ( the old fop,

fen.se Wes), and Tom Oleniaez
Sets are by J. Wendell Johnson. Chan Chark Lui, under the
direction of Kenneth Dorst, is in

ifllg-ekWfif~A%’CtZeNtki
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
I
IN DOING A REALLY

THING
BEAUTIFUL
SIGN-UP TO 13E: ON THE

SPARTA CAMP COMMITTEE
l’otilTiONS AVAII.01 E. Irii.,tai.
MO.\
SW/V./JP /A THE NT I DEVI’
or call 295-9964, ask for Barbara

GUITAR

LEARN TO
PLAY THE

"Dance From the Top," a presentation of SJS modern dance,
will continue its series of programs tonight and tomorrow
night at the Old Town Theatre
in Los Gatos at 8:15 p.m. General admission is $1.25.
The concert features guest artist
Marco Posiuw who has
danced professionally in Yugoslavia, Germany and New York
City. He is choreographer for the
number "Aquarius," the well-received grand finale of the show.
More than 65 dancers participate in the dance program which
includes numbers such its ’’You’ll
Miss Me When I’m Gone," "As I
Stood Waiting on the Corner
Trying to Crass the Street," "Bag
It" and "After Terry Riley."
Proceeds fmm the concert will
be used for the Summer Dance
Scholarship. The program is
sponsored by the SJS Department of Physical Education for
Women and the Women’s Recreation Association.

charge of lighting, while Berneice E. Prisk handles costuming
and Philip Flad runs the. technical direction.

with FERGUSON’S

10 FOR 20 TRIAL PLAN

(FOR BEGINNERS)
1 private lesson per w)ek for 10 weeks. $
Free use of guitar at home for 10 weeks.
(payable in advance*)

00

Call Downtown Store 292-0143
... A 1K FOR MR. WHITLACH

PER
WEEK

Teaching Now . . .

JIM LICHENS

Former student of Gabor Szabo and Dennis Sandoli.
Mr. Lichens has immediate openings available for private lessons. beginning or advanced students alike.

9eirmen)45
Music Since 1920

292.0143
30 E. SAN FERNANDO, S. J.,
OPEN THURS. EVE. ’TIE 9:00

Frank B. Gray, senior industrial design major, has won an
exhibition award at the National
Lutheran Student Art Award
Program, sponsored by Lutheran
Brotherhood, a fraternal insurance society.
Gray received a $25 United
States Savings Bond for his
steel, copper, and brass work entitled, "The Radical."
The 58 winning art works in
the program were selected from
497 entries submitted by students
attending 98 schools.

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you’d want t,o. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put ’em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don’t have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We’re mighty glad about
that. We’d hate to think of all
our effort going down the drain

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Budfi. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that’s Beechwood Aged.
So ... it’s absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
No?Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we’ll
keep it on ice for now.)

Yes

Budweiser is the King of Beers.
(Bin on knoy% that.)
ANNEUSER.BUSEN, INC.
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Bill says
advertising only benefits
big companies.

Back In the ’50.s. a modest -sized company named Carter Products came up with
something new: an aerosol push-button
lather called RISE.
They didn’t have much money for advertisingbarely one.tenth of what thc
leading brushless shave cream was
spending.
Out that was enough. RISE was a hit.

But who started
aerosol shave cream?
A small outfit. who
backed a good idea
with advertising.

Naturally.thebigcompaniescame back
with their own aerosol brands. But the hot
ter competition got, the more people tried
RISE. Today, RISE sells over 15 times what
it did in its first yearthanks largely to all
this advertising.
Maybe you, like Bill. think advertising
favors big companies. raises prices, keeps
unwanted products on the market. But sc-

COLUMBUS
kArA4ATil.r:4

INDUSTRIAL ADV1KilrERS, 41 rAST

tual cases prove just the opposite. Advertis.
ing helps lower prices (look at color TV).
Promotes new ideas i like RISE). Give% us
a choice Helps imaginative smaller companies compete Vol kswagen. Itzr instance 1.
Interested? Write us We’ll gladly send
you more facts about advertising. You’ll
find they speak for themselves.
In the meantime, keep an open mind.
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’We FM Hianzn Needs’

The Synanon Game
By MARSHA reltErve
Daily Stair Writer
’’You look like a (barmier!
whore in that get-up! Are Your
The blunt question. flung at an
over-dressed 25-year-old girl bY
someone she had just met, is
not an uncommon one at the
Synanon Club, where total honesty Ls an essential part of life.
Founded on a 6:13 relief chttck
in 1958 as a MeillIS Of helping
alcoholics, f o tt n d e r-chairman
Chuck Dederich has built Synanon into a multi-million dollar,
far-flung operation with CP:MA’S
in such places as Tomales Bay.
Detroit, New York and Puerto
Rico.
Five months ago, Synanon purcha.sed the old Athens Athletic
Club in Oakland for $750,000.
The 12-story building now houses
over 3E00 resident S’yntenon members, as well as coffee shops. a
soft think bar, a medieal-dental
clinic, gymnitsi tan, swimming
POOL it h011ii(11.1(’ and numerous
work -rooms which produce the
clothes, cooked f,aid Atitl other
.! o)mmuna I
items necess’iry
OPEN
In addit ion t .
between 400
ally attend ,..
ri
coffee - and
houses, anti I
olescents colt
ly to play t h.
desei,t,ed
The G
thlerapy with
writer
geance
adult
-1110k
bers, at tract players from
walks of life who pay 1 cent
month dues and at t end ve eek
game sessions.
Only four mi.,
Game: players m
drugs at any time, t
("oho! on the day of ie.
or use physical violence ot t
of physical violence dorm
Game. Other than that, no 11..1’
are barred, and players are III%
to keep their language and ft..
ings at "gut level."
An orientation session t ht
week for new players provi.:
a good example of how the- Ga
i-s played.
HONESTY
In acklition to the ova..
25-year-o kJ. t he 14 pa r .;
included Barbara, a shipiii ;
dressed alcoholic who mtti...
that she was too laity it:
job: John, a physician sp
ing in adolescent psyched,
was attacked by the group
inability to react to people on t
,
"gut level:" and \I
year-old
- -

Card. the curfew does not apply
to them."
"Athens Notions" are allowed
total run of the club, may use
the gym and swimming pool, attend the many social functions
and eat the club’s free peanut
butter sandwiches. Teen-agens
are also given the oppottunity
to work with their hands, making
things needed by the community.
The Synanon approach may be
a bit unusual, its games and attitudes toward life a bit avantgarde, but nevertheless, crime in
the area around the old Athens
Club has dropped 17 per cent
since it became the Synanon
Club, and over half the addicts
who have ever come to Synanon
havo stayed "clean."
"We fill the human needs we
find.- said Bill Crawford, Oakland Synanon director. "We don’t
set ourselves tip to do something
in advance. We open the door
and accept the probltms as they
ualk in."

her home
Unhappy nhOUt
life.
"We’re not here to solve people’s problems, but to have fun,"
said Maureen, a social worker
who has been a Game player for
two years.
Synanon requires that each
player commit himself to participate in the Gone for at least
three months. "It takes at lett.st
that long before you begin to
realize what the Game is all
about," Maureen said.
%Vat,

WAITING LIST
Tht club also requests players
to donate some time and work
each week. Not only is the Center self-sum)orting, but work
involvement is felt to give the
player a sense of proprietorship,
a feeling that this is his club to
come and go and use as he
uishes.
Already 350 young people f-rom
the commtinity have becorne
Synanon Club members, called
"Athens Notions," and another
400 are waiting to join. The waiting list is not necessary beCaLIS4.
the club is selective, but because of space limitations.
Suspicious at first, the Oakland Police Department has
come to tvgard Synanon as
real help to the community and
is cooperating with their efforts.
’"I’lle pollee take care of oui
reports 51.aureen. ’lf the,.
1::l,A I ten club and home, th,
dee them home. If thev
Syn mon membership
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Tuu Delta Phi, 7.3t) p.m., 414
William St. Itipstairs). Meeting.
Phratteres International, 5:30
p.m., Cafeteria A and B. Joint
meeting with CIirele K. All members please attend.
Cinle K (see abovel
Newman Educational Center,
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., Newman
Center. Spaghetti Feed. Donation of 40 cents.
American Meteorologital Society, 7:30 p.m.. DI1505. Dr, Rodger Williams of the Naval Postgraduate School will speak on
frontogenesis.
OASIS, 12:30 p.m., in front of
fountain. Oxford Union Debate:
"Resolved- The Woman’s Place
is Barefoot, Pregnant, and in the
Kitchen." ’
S.A.M., 6:30 p.m Zorba’s, 1350
S Bascom. Election meeting and

plus tax & license

1560 North First Streef
286-8800
San Jose

IZEALLII

The Home of the Humble Little Bug

E. William

Gifts

S7.95
81.40

Pr Tail Pipeo,

The place to go!

GERMAN MOTORS
1856 S. FIRST ST.

South 10th & E. Wilk.,

HELP WANTED (41

SE SURE TO BE ’ stening to "The sound. , i Rick Amick," Friday
:, Lvenings 6 to 8 p.m. on
de’s only music power sta
’iu.7 on your FM radio dial.
. ..,ng and giving away. the
.:: hits of each week! Action
. . be answered by beautiful MoriJ Topless Debbie who will be
teguest when you call 286s342. It’s a Soul experience.
BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOO
, Entertainment. Frontier
May 17. Donation $7.50 per
Inducles dinner, dancing, rides.
’sf.:Its only. Tickets available from:
r, (The Alameda) San
Weekends Only.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dadey, May
Are Coming- 7 & 10
othes to the big
o m. on Tues. &
7 weeks old.

AUTOMOTIVE (2)

$199.00 down

VW OWNERS
tiMiTED
VW PARTS SPECIAL
stit.PLY
$ .99
lir Pointe
mr Clutch Bearing .... $ .qq

or m uffle ra

South
10th
Street

MOTHER’S DAY
cards

ACHTUNG

ANNOUNCEMENT’S (1)

SIAMESE
.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

panel discussion featuring Western Elm:tile managers.
ToMoltitOW
l’he Mahal Club, 1:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria (table nearest the door
on Seventh Street’. Open to all
interested persons.
t’amputs Crusade for Christ, 8
p.m.. Jonah’s Wail. Open to everyone. Jim Reynolds, all-American basketball player, will speak.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

BRING

Since it’s never IN, it’s never out.

Wednesday, May 7. 1%9

ANTIQUE WHITE ’61 VW bus needs
xerts and runs, however, needs
Must see to appreciate; good and
, 52,7 293-1840.
’57 FORD PANEL WAGON ex. cond.
rar and trans., new clutch,
Much more, must sell asking
.
OUR BAG is washing cars. Bring your
; r d let her wash yours. ASTOR’S
A..., Wash-804 Lincoln: 732
’t
Margaret & Va.)
’59 STUDEBAKER 6 cyl., stick, depend,:
135 offer. Also ’65 Honda 50,
’tter 3 c.rn. Call 294-0790.
.65 GTO, 4
A., 3.2’s, Ram Air rally
air
reverb. Blue, black
51
323-5728.
INTERNATIONAL, 38 passenger bus,
-ds battery. runs. $100
or oier cr trade, Clark 293-8004.
’64 VW BUG, like new. Not a mark on it.
Orig. owner. Perfect Mech. R/H shelf.
New Paint. call 262-7751.
’63 PONTIAC CATALINA. Good condiaw tires $750 or best offer. Phone
.r after 5:00 p.m.
’66 VW Eage Bug excel. cond. radio,
: a head rest, 54,000 hiway
51 :et: best offer 286-6389.
’1-6 TRIUMPH Spitfire, must sell, good
cond. BRG. AM/FM, many extras $1300
259.5668, after 5 p.m.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dailey, May
9 "The Russians Are Coming" 7 & 10

PART-TIME ORGANIST. SJS Stud,
opening pizza house, needs organist wdh
good personality, interested in establishing himself. You will get feature
billing in all ads. Apply in person Saturday or any evening. Simple Simon
Pizza, 1897 Alum Rock.
MALE RELIEF WORKER. Part-time 48
hr. shift, pay open. Residential program
for MR Adults. Excellent Social Service
Experience. Cantact: Mrs. M. Roberts.
297-6157. Hope for Retarded Children
& Adults, Inc.
EXCELLENT JOB OPPORTUNITY FOR
mature male over 21 seeking part-time
work during school year and full time
holidays and summer. See Charlie Hunter, mgr., SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR,
Story and King, or call 251-1000.
WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April-May.
Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
job, with flexible hours & good pay,
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
QUAL. SAILING Instructor, June 16July 25, weekends 1-5 p.m. El Toros,
$2.50/hr. Call Mrs. Layes - Camp Fire
Girls, 264-2011.
LARGE STUDIO apartment available for
summer and fall. I/2 blk. from campus.
$80. Large office also available immediately $50 287-7387.
WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
mo. child two blocks from Campus. Call
286-4832.
FRIDAY FLICKS - Morris Dailey, May
9 "The Russians Are Coming" 7 & 10
p.m.
HOUSING 151
WANTED: 2 fern
rr..orrImdtes for summer at the Royal Lanai Apts. Call
Karen Wenger, 2155 Lanai Ave. #90,
259-7489, Must have car.
YEAR ROUND RATES 2 bdrm. unfurnished apt. $110. New drapes, recently
painted, laundry facilities. 5 min. dr. fo
SJS. 293-5995.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo Royal Lanai Apts Pool & Sauna
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? CALL
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-6392.

HAVE YOUR CAR
WASHED BY AN EXPERTI
Do it yourself. ASTOR’S Coin -op Auto.
wash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln.
WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
quality diamond at
ring end sell you
a wholesale price. 40-60% off the retail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
321-1317.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
term papers, thesis, etc. Dependable,
reasonable. 294-1313.
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
supply 1 yd. material & 1 yd. lining.
Allen Hall #122. 294-8741.
BABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. Cell
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287-0564.
PORTRAITS: 2 8x10’s $12.50 weddings,
commercial. Frank Dalkey Photographer.
Call 298-0894.
FREEIANCE PHOTOGRAPHY by Richard Kelso for any occasion. Highest
gualdy. 286-1139 or 296-7992.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract
LOST AND FOUND (6)
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special rates. $9.00 per
LOST: in or near College Theatre. Small month. Call 377-2935.
white engraved ring, call: 269-2348 after TYPING - Term papers, reports, dirt’s*
5:00 p.m. Reward.
stencils. West side; 252.5288.
LOST, Black Ice Framed Glasses in Red
Case. REWARD - 286-8795.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
LOST: Pair of glasses in a ten case
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
WANTED: Careful driver to drive lady
and dog to Hemet, Riverside County.
During or after finals. Phone 294-0116
PERSONALS (71
now for details.
EUROPE, Jet Charters, $275-315 rd.
by
visitENJIYY THE WARM afternoons
trip, $175 one way. 1217 Carleton,
ing San Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. Call Berkeley, 841-3965 after 5 p.m.
287-1637 for info.
BENNY: Please return the Analytic Geom.
& Intro. CAlCulUS book you borrowed last exelmellteollo
semester. Pepi-tel. 294-3879.
DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Eepert
matching. 286-4540.
SERVICES 18)

clear.cut male college
FREE HOUSE
Indent at least 21 yrs. old in return for
. ,,ord work per week. Call 354:54.8873.
HOUSE FOR RENT. unfurnished, 4
bdrm. 2 bath, fireplace, 210 a month.
10491 Wunderlich Dr., Cupertino 2438313 or 244-9006.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Span. Villa own bedroom (large) $42.50,
17th St Call 297-1752.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Comfortable 1 bdrm. apt. 2 blocks from college.
Call 293 8120 or 294-1722.
HOUSE TO SHARE, $55 a month fireplace. Furnished, 181 Woodhams Rd.
Santa Clara, 243-8313, Ken.
SINGLES, doubles. Good food, color TV,
recreation area, laundry facilities. Near
SJS. 286-3141 or 295-9567.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED until
June to share apt. with 3 others. $37.50
- close to campus. 294-1827.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E.
Williams, $45/mo. 292-8437.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I bdrm
xpt. ph. 295-7724. (in PMI
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, I bdrm.
duplex. $50/mo. Call 298-4546.

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Aye.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

TRYING TO
GET RID OF
A "HOT" ITEM

DELUX JAMAICAN BODY KIT
1959
Austin Healy ready to complete. $1200.
Phore 259.2676.
FOR SALE: ’63 Pontiac Catalina, good
cordition, new tires, $750/best offer.
Phone 253-5101 after 5 p.m.
DELUX Jamaican Body Kit 4- 1959 Austin
Healy ready to complete. $1200. Phone
259-2676.
’67, 250 KAWASAKI Street Scrambler,
Barnett clutch. ’69 handlebars. Good run
ning condition. $450. Mary, 968-5446.
’68 MUSTANG V8. Power Steering &
brakes, auto. trans. Must sell. 438.1028.
1966 HONDA S-90 exc. cond. $175
6,000 miles. Call 297-9992.

Come fo:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
M 10:30-1 1:30
Tues. - Thurs.
1:30 to 3:30
Wed. 9:30-1 1:30
Fri. 1:30-3:00

Send in handy order blank.
FOR SALE (3)

Enclose cash or check.

SELL IT "FAST" WITH
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
Make check out to Spartan
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPA
Daily Classifieds.
PIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Behveen 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Set. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
GUITAR: EPIPHONE Texan w/case
$200. Call 353-1968 for details.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
GOYA - CLASSICAL GUITAR. Better
than new! $100, case included. Call
Cherly 292-8785.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASSIFIED RATES
NO refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
Minimum
Mount APPfoximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Three lines One day Two days Three days Four days Flve days
One day

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

K206

FaSter absorbency. Longer protection. That’s
the extra security you get with new Meds, the
only tampon with this double -protection design:
an outer layer of larger fibers that absorb instantly, with an inner layer of tiny fibers that
store more, longer.
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Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Sorban (I)
0 HOuslal (5)

Announcemenb (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 FOr Salo (I)

0 Lab sod Found (6)

0 Transportation (1)

Print Name
Address
City

Days
For
Enclosed Is G--Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
RAN /OSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plasm ebb 2 days btu placing for el b appal.
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